Ann Coulter l ecture trigger
By EMILY HONIG and
LIZ BOMZE
STAFF WRITER AND
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Colby students generally cringe
when people talk about "the Colby
Bubble," that politically sheltered
fishbowl that seems to, surround the
well-groomed-campus.-Ho.wever,Jt
cannot .be denied that at times the
student body enjoys beirig~part of
the bubble and loathes discussing
controversial issues.
In the past couple of weeks,
however, there have been two
events at Colby, organized by students, that countered that sentiment. The first was a lecture given
by James Dale, who was forced to
leave the . Boy Scouts oh account of
his open homosexuality.
The second was Ann Coulter, a
conservative constitutional lawyer
who came to Colby on Oct. 17 to
explain the reasoning behind the
U.S. Supreme Court's decision to
uphold the Boy Scouts' ban on gays.
She also discussed various other
issues, such as the war against terrorism and recent negative publicity she has received.
Ann Coulter is not a politician,
she is a lawyer anf popular political
commentator for the Fox News
Channel and other media outlets.
She is knoW for making controversial continents to publicize her
ideas. " ¦;¦ " •

Coulter's legal arguments were
not as based in anti-gay sentiment
as manyi would believe. She based
her arguments on ri ghts of a citizen
in the United States^ Coulter said,

Was not representing the Boy
Scouts; rather, she was set on
defending the Boy Scouts' constitutional right to freedom of association, as upheld by the Supreme
Court and the First Amendment.
Because the . Scouts are an
American organization, she said,
"they have the right to form associations with whomever they'd like,
and exclude whomever they'd'
" "
like."
. In the James; Dale case, the New
Jersey Supreme Court (dubbed by
Coulter as "a really bad court")
ruled that since the Boy Scouts are a
public accommodation, they had to
accept homosexual leaders.
However, the U.S. Supreme
Court later ruled that the Boy
liberal re-education camp. And for Scouts, being a private organizanot turning themselves intera liber- tion, have the right to freedom of
al re-education camp, the Scouts association, and can therefore,
exclude gay people if they so
were dubbed a hate group."
comments
elicited
a
choose.
Some of her
Coulter was especially indignant
livid response from many students
about
the ruling of the New Jersey
who questioned her use of phrases
Supreme
Court and the hoopla sursuch as, "liberal re-education
rounding
it, saying that "it is the libcamp /' When a student asked her to
o1al->r>ra(-p
nn
rViic
tarrn.
Baid
rhar
sbf"
erals
who
are being the intolerant
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?a liberal re-education camp "was ones; it was not the Boy Scouts
what the Supreme Court was about suing the Rutgers Gay and Lesbian
to do to the Boy Scouts...and is the Alliance (of which Dale was the
state of many college campuses. president)...if you look around, you
Liberals are using the powej of the will see court being used for liberal
courts to try to force their beliefs"on ideas, rather than saying 'live and
let live.'" :
every organization."
She added also, that if the
Coulter agrees with the Boy
Court had ruled with New
Supreme
Scouts' position on gay scoutmasit
would
have thrown out the
"if
I
worked
for the Jersey,
ters, saying that;
I
would
ri
ht
for
any
group-including
a gay
Boy Scouts' management,
g
exclude
think that excluding gay scout mas- group-to
people.
At times during the lecture,
ters has .a certain logic to it."
However, she made it clear that she Coulter seemed to use a scathing,
"The Boy Scouts have long been an
immensely egalitarian association,"
but, ''if you do not have the right to
include or exclude people, it can be
the kiss of death in freedorh of association. If a group loses its ri ght to
freely associate, it can turn into a
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Ann Coulter defends the Boy Scouts decision to ban gays from the organization.
sarcastic tone. She even called some
students' comments "ridiculous."
In addition to discussing the Boy.
Scouts, Coulter encouraged conversation about other topics.
One student asked Coulter about
the controversy surrounding a comment in one of; her columns concerning news footage of Middle
Eastern people celebrating in the
streets following the destruction of
the World Trade Center. As a way of
dealing with such people, Coulter
proposed that, "we should attack
their countries, kill their leaders,

fc

and convert them to Christianity." .'
This was a particularly controversial comment, and Wednesday
night it niet substantial criticism
from the Colby audience. Although
Coulter stated that she said "convert them to Christianity" because,
she said, Christianity has generall y
led to peace, a student cited such
conflicts as those in Northern
Ireland as counter examples.
In addition, some students did
not like the imagery that forced conversions invoked. Coulter argued
that America should Christianize

terrorists because she "thought it
would be better if they didn't kill
us" and said that she could think of
no better solution.
Although the audience seemed
to heartily disagree with Coulter 's
comments, she did succeed in making her listeners think about issues.
Many students said afterwards that,
although they did not agree with
Coulter 's opinions, they appreciated hearing the other side of .the
argument.

Campus plays host to Waterville
Scholarship and
youth for Halloween Extravaganza polities at Bixleiv

Dana convocation

By KArrUN McCAEFERTY
NEVfs EDITOR

The Colby campus was infiltrated
by witches, princesses, ghouls,
pumpkins and even a Harry Potter
last Sup day. Colby 's annual
Halloween Extravaganza lured
Waterville youth up to Mayflower
Hill fot. a day of fun , safe trick-ortieattng.
j ) The Colb y Volunteer . Center
[sponsored the event this year. Each
•dorm on Frat Row, West Quad, East
/ Quad, AMS and Averill all participated in the event, The common
rooms of these dorms were transformed into areas where community
children gathered to participate in
the different activities of each dorm.
Each dorm that was involved was
responsible for a different activity.
There was face painting in Go-Ho,
children watched "The Great
Pumpkin" in Johnson, and mask
making in Averill. There were games
in various dorms such as the doughnut game in Piper.
"The most talked about event
was the haunted house in AMS,"
said Megan Gossling '02 head of the
CVC. "We had crafts of all sorts,
cookie decorating, tons of candy,
and lots of prizes."
More than 2,000 people came on
campus for the event. The head quarters was in the Pugh Center where
maps of campus and the events were
handed out. From there, community
children could stop by whatever
dorms they thought would be fun.
"Tlie purpose of the event was to
unite Colby and the community and
to provide a safe environment for
children of the area to celebrate
Halloween," said Gossling.
For each dorm , the Head
Residents took control of the event
and were in charge of rounding up
volunteers and making sure that the

By GAVIN O'BRIEN
FEATURES EDITOR
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Trick-or-treatcrs made their way across campus on Sunday during the Halloween Extravaganza.
event went as planned. "I couldn't
have done it without the HRs. Their
enthusiasm was unpa ralleled more
than any other year," said Gossling.
Colb y students also hel ped to
pitch in. "[ was very impressed with
the dedication of Colby students,"
said Gossling. "They took the initiative and hel ped as much as they
could." Students dressed up for their
part of the day and seemed to have
as much fun as the trick-or-treators
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and Michelle Cole '05.
"The Halloween Extravaganza
went extremely well," said Gossling.
"I heard nothing but rave reviews...
All in all everyone had a good time.
It's a great event. I'm pleased I had
the opportunity to participate this
year, I hope next year and coming
years are just as successful. I think
they will be."

were having.
This year Joe Klaus in Dining
Services donated 120 dozen cookies
to be decorated. He was extremel y
generous, Gossling noted.
The Halloween Extravaganza is a
big event for the CVC and for that
reason, they begin to plan for the
event the day tha t they arrive on
campus first semester. This year's
committee was made up of Jen
Rosenberg '04, Monisha Sharm a '04,

The Bixler-Dana Convocation,
held on Friday
in Given
Auditorium, honored outstanding
students and college benefactors.
Thirty-one students received
scholarships for leadersh ip and
academic performance. The featured address, given by Harriet S.
and George C. Wiswell Jr.
Assistant Professor of American
Constitutional
Law,
Joseph
Reisert, gave a . non-partisan
exp lanation of the sometimes controversial decisions made b y U.S.
Supreme Court justices.
The. convocation began with a
brief address by President William
D. "Bro" Adams. He ' state d that
the gathering was "in recognition
of students and their academic
achievement as well as the
Wiswell famil y for their magnificent chair (in Constitutional
Law)...this celebrates tremendous
generosity at the heart of the institution. " Adams exp lained the criteria for the two scholarships and ,
with the assistance of Associate
Dean
of
Students
Mark
Serdjen ian , distributed certificates
to the reci p ients who were present
at the ceremony.
Seelye
Bixler
Julius
Scholarships are awarded annually to top-ranking students, as
determined by their cumulative
grade-point average. The Parents
Association established the award
in honor of Julius Bixler, Colb y 's
,16th president who retired in
1960, The reci p ients from the class
of 2002 were James Drews,
Christina
Gungova ,
Joshua
Ladieu , Gay le Pageau, Jonathan
R y der, and Laura Yeamans; from

the class of 2003, Eleanor Boyce,
Brie
Lisa
DeKeukelaere, .
Drummond, Ian Kahn, Frederik
Rasmussen, E. Ryan Swank, and
Kristy Thurston; and from the
class of 2004, Cynthia Davies,
Jessica Hayward, Win Mar Htay,
Justin Juskewitch, Peter Rashkov,
Keith Romano, and Anna Royer.
The
Charles
A.
Dana
Scholarship was established to
identif y and encourage students
who have demonstra ted strong
academic performance and a
potential for leadersh ip. This, is
the 36th year the award-has been
given, and is funded through
gran ts from the Charles A. Dana
Foundation. Reci p ients from the
class of 2002 include Hillary
Thomas
Curran,
Bouchard ,
Jennifer Dakin , Erika Thoreson,
and Ryan Wepler; fro m the class of
2003, Elizabeth Jackson, Sarah
Pierce, and Traci Speed; and from
the
class
of
2004, Lei gh
Cummings, Kathry n Hulick, and
Dana Wheeler.
George Wisvyell '50 and his
wife Harriet '4s were in attendance and were honored by
President Adams for their sponsorshi p of the government chair
held by Reisert since last year.
George Wiswell is the founder of
the construction and eng ineering
firm Wiswell , Inc., and holds thirteen engineering patents. Harriet
is the chief financial officer of
Wiswell, Inc. Both are Colby graduates and active alumni, serving
as class agents, co-chairs of the
President' s Leadershi p Society,
and reunion p lanners . Along with
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Among the events of Family
Weekend, was a discussion with
Olympic rower Hilary Gehman '?3.
In the 2000 Olympic Games in
Sydney,Australia, Gehman competed in the women's quadruple sculls,
her ' team .finishing fifth overall. She
had previously won a bronze medal
in me quadruple sculls at the 2000
Zurich World Cup stop iri Lucerne,
Switzerland and is a two-time member of the U.S. National Rowing
Team. The Colby crew team recently
named their newest shell after
Gejhman in honor of her many
accompUsfurnents as a rowerT
Gehman relayed her excitement
ai^sattefaction regarding her participation in the Olympic gamesT
After 3 weeks of training with the
U.S. rowing ream in a tiny town
north of Sydney, she attended the
opening ceremonies., "It was one of
the greatest moments, walking into
the stadium where everyone—is
cheering," she said. "The whole
atmosphere is great, like everyone is
here cheering for me."
Asked whether she is going to try
to make the 2004 Olympic team,
Gehman said that she doesn't look
too far ahead to the future. "I take it
one practice and one test at a time. I
never really thought when I started

-NEWs- nuii^

training that the goal was the
Olympics. I may not have performed as well iH-j|i.ought in terms
of the big picture." She stressed the
importance of having time away
from training and not becoming too
nervous about competing.
Crew only became a varsity sport

GEHMAN

STATED

THAT THERE IS DEFINITELY HOPE FOR
TALENTED ROWERS
ATTENDING DIVISION
IH COLLEGES LIKE
COLBY , INCLUDING

FEMALES.

*

in 1993, the year Gehman graduated.
Although she was a member of the
Colby crew team when it was a club
sport; she had not considered pursuing rowing after college.
"When I was here I never thought
I'd make the Nationals or the
Olympics of anything like that. I just
had fun with it," Gehman said. After
graduating, she "got more and more
into competing and training." She
attended a development camp for
crew athletes, but was told that she
was too small to be successful with

crew teams. Not giving up her passion for rowing, Gehman took up
sculling (rowing with two oars per
person) in 1997 and transferred to a
sculling training camp in Georgia.
Gehman stated that there is definitely hope for talented rowers
attending Division HI colleges like
Colby, including females. "Rowing
is growing a lot due to Title IX funding," she said. "There are many
more women's teams. The numbers
(of participants) are impressive:"
She would "like to see more sculling
at younger ages. Most don't start
until college," while countries such
as Germany have a stronger emphasis on sculling and begin training
earlier than in the U.S.
According to Gehman, who is 30
years old and still looking forward
to-many—more-_years-_QL_r.Qwing,
"there's no peak age. It depends on
when you start, and I didn't start
elite rowing until I was 25. I still
have a few more years left in me."
Gehman currently balances her
job as crew coach^at Georgetown
University wim her own training.
"No other j ob would allow me to
take four- months off . for braining,"
she said. Now that she has competed
in the Olympic games, Gehman
hopes to someday pursue her other
dream-to drive semi trucks.

Yasinski explains Colby's $34,390 price
By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
NEWS EDITOR

• Many complain that the cost of
attending college is top expensive,
espedally at small, private schools
such as Colby. Many dp not know
what goes into creating college
tuition and a budget each year. Last
Arnold
Yasinski,
weekend,
Administrative Vice President,
spoke to parents, alumni, and students about the costs of attending
college and how Colby compares to
other NESCAC (New England
Small College Athletic Conference)
schools. The $M ,390 that it costs each student to attend Colby does not even
cover the entire expense. In actuality,it costs about ten thousand more
dollars than what students and their
families pay. That extra amount of
money comes out of the school's

annual budget as well as financial
aid and other expenditures.
"US News and World Report,"
makes endowment one of the major
factors in ranking schools. Colby's
endowment has gone from 23 million dollars in 1980, to 353 million
dollars by next year. That is a 13.1
percent growth rate, the highest rate
among all NESCAC schools.
However, Colby still is not in the
top half of rankings for endowment
size. Williams has the largest
followed
by
endowment,
Middlebury. Colby has the ninth
smallest endowment of NESCAC
schools despite its highest percent of
growth.
Expenses for the college have
risen over the years. There are more
faculty and staff, although Colby
does have a smaller amount of staff
than most schools its size. The staff
is "just below the median salary" for
comparable schools, said Yasinski.

In the Oct. 18 article "Faculty
sends diversity requirement back
to committee," the statement
"Students who are least likely to
take a course addressing power
and privilege are those most in
need of (a revised diversity
requirement)" came from a report
prepared__ "-.hy members of
Presidents' Council, not from Term
Coughlin '02 and Alex Aldous '02,
who only presented the report at
the faculty meeting. While this was
clear in the article itself, the quote
box is misleading. In addition, the
report was prepared by hall presidents, not by hall staff members.

The Echo reported that Pierce
had $16.67 per person worth of
dorm damage, but those charges
have since been rescinded.
A recent Article
about
Democratic congressional candidate Sean Fairclotli should have
said that he is the only democratic
hopeful from eastern Maine.
If you f ind an error in the Echo,
p lease bring it to the attention of
Editor-in-Chief
Ryan
Davis
(rtdavi8@colbu.edu) .

EXPENSES FOR THE
COLLEGE HAVE RISEN
OVER THE YEARS,
THERE ARE MORE

FACULTY AND STAFF,

ALTHOUGH COLBY
DOES HAVE A
SMALLER STAFF

_THAN- MOST SCHOOLS

ITS SIZE.
is less than the percent increase of
inflation.
Other expenses include the renovation allocation. 'This is an impor-

tant part of the budget, explained ty years. When Title IX came into
Yasinski, because in order to main- effect and the College was forced to
tain the academically competitive go from 15 varsity sports to 30, that
enykonment, the school needs to was a major expense. Transportation
maintain technology and buildings. is a big factor as is hiring staff arid
Every year, 300 computers are pur- equipment . upkeep. Another large
chased. There is a cycle in place expense is field maintenance that
where technology is replaced every the NCAA, standards are adhered to.
four years so that the college can
Information technology is anothmaintain its high level of technolo- er expense that is relatively new. The
computer science program was
gy- " . . ¦ : ¦ ' " ' ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ " . ¦. ' ' ¦:
Buildings are also an important introduced at Colby and is now a
part of renovation. There is a life flourishing discipline. However, a
cycle of a building that is important staff had to be hired to teach the disto how long it can be used before it cipline. With the addition of a new
must be replaced and /or renovated. department, Colby continued to be a
Yale has had to close down sections highly competitive school. It was,
6T"the campus due to disrepair. however, another expense that had
Colby has no deferred maintenance to be budgeted.
like that. Colby hopes to avoid that
These are just some of the reasituation and therefore, alloca tes sons that the tuition to attend Colby
between two and four percent of the is so high. It is a comparable price to
budget each year to renovations.
other NESCAC schools, and Colby
Athletics is another expense that hopes to keep it that way in the
has grown rapidly in the past twen- future.

HAIL, COLBY HAIL

Corrections

In "Coming Out Day chalkings
spark controversy," Gillian Fisher
'04 was quoted as saying "I am so
tired of hearing terms like 'heinous
disrespect,' 'gross net of vandalism, discretion, and disrespect,'
and 'vulgar inanity.'I'm sorry, but
drawing with sidewalk chalk, or
even posting papers on carved
rocks just can't be compared with
the vulgar, heinous, brutal beating
to death of, for example, Matthew
Shepherd." The terms she takes
offense to came from a Digest posting by Dennis Kuhnel '03, whose
name did not appear in the article.
However, he has made clear that
his comments were In response to
Coming Out Day posters being
placed on the war memorial on the
quad, not to the chalkings themselves, as the article may have
implied .

The rate of inflation has been steadily increasing as well. The percent
increase in price of attending Colby

__

-Oak Institute lecture .._
On Friday, Julie Mertus,
professor of peace and conflict resolution at American
University 's
School
for
International Service, will
present a lecture, "The
Gender
Dimensions
Of
Humanitarian Intervention."
This talk is part of the Oak
Institute for the Study of
International Human Rights
Lecture Series.
-

November concerts
The Colby Wind Ensemble
and the Colby Jazz Ensemble
will both present fall concerts
of international music in
Nove~mbeY^^~i:h"~^ I_ :orimer
Chapel. The Colby Wind
Ensemble
will
perform
"Country Suites and City
Sounds" at 7:30 p.m, on
Saturday. The Colby Jazz
Ensemble
will
present
"International Jazz Travels"
at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday,Nov.
10. Eric Thomas will direct
both concerts.
The Wind Ensemble will
perform international works,
including Variations on a
Korean Folk Song by John
Barnes Chance, a suite b y
Gustav Hoist and Leroy
Anderson's Bugler 's Holiday.
The Jazz Ensemble will
perform j azz selections with
influences
from .
Latin
America, South America,
Europe, Asia and Africa*. '
Women's Conference
speakers
On
Saturday, "Maine
Women's Studies Conference:
Women in the Arts" will feature two keynote speakers.
Quebec poet, novelist arid
essayist Nicole Brossard is the
author of more than 35 books,
most recently a book of poetry on the clash between
nature and technology. Salem
Mekuria is an independent
filmmaker from Ethiopia and
now a professor of film and
video at Wellesley College.
Her most recent work is "Ye
Wonz Maibel," a 61-minute
documentary
that
won
awards from the national
Black
Programming
Consortium, among others.
Faculty art exhibit
Members of Colby 's studio
art faculty will show works in
a variety of media for the
annual Fall Faculty Art
Exhibit at the Museum of Art.
The exhibit will be on view
from Nov. 9 through Dec. 28,
an opening reception will be
held on Friday, November 9,
from 3:30-5:30 p.m. Faculty
members Bevin Engman,
Harriett Matthews, Gary
Mitchell, Dee Peppe, Scott
Reed and Abbott Meader will
be the exhibiting artists.
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the chair in constitutional law, the
Wiswells also sponsored the
research ' fellowshi p held b y
Associate Professor of History
Elizabeth Leonard.
Following the scholarshi p convocations, Reisert delivered the
inaugura l lecture oi the Wiswell
Chair in American Constitutional
Law. Entitled "What Makes
Decisions of the Supreme Court
Legitimate?" he discussed his theory of how Supreme Court justices
evaluate the constitutionality of
various cases. Many peop le,
including fellow justices, fre-

quently accuse the members of the
Supreme Court of partisanshi p
and voting to further political
ngendas. Reisert believes, however, that "we have no reason doubt
that all nine jus tices are conscientiousl y upholding the law as they
see it." People explain sharp divisions within the court, Reisert
said, by attributing them to partisan politics, since "a bad explanation is better than no explanation
at all."
Reisert explained why Supreme
Court justices can harshl y disagree on important issues while

still maintaining their legitimacy
as upholders of the constitution.
He based his analysis, not on differences in political ideologies, but
in political theories of how the
constitution gains its legitimacy.
Those justices who are considered to vote ns conservatives,
moderate liberals, or left-liberals,
Reisert believes, are actually viewing the constitution based on the
theories of Locke, Rousseau, or
Kant, respectively. "Justices hold
different conceptions of what a
constitution is, what It does, and
what makes a constitution legiti-

mate," said Reisert.
Reisert has been teaching political
theory
and
American
Constitutional Law nt Colby since
the fall of 1996. He has numerous
interests including moral and
legal p hilosophy, American constitutional law, and political theory.
He is currentl y working on a book
entitled "Jean-Jacques Rousseau:
A Friend of Virtue" examining
Rousseau's arguments for the
importance of virtue in politics.

Here's What's Playing Friday, Nov. 2
through Tlmraday, Nov. 8

MY FIRST MISTER

R 5:00. 7:10. 9:20 M»fIntts Sat/Sun 12:40, 2:50

MULHOLLAND DRIVE
R Nightly al 6:50 Matinees Sat/Sun ol 2:15

NEDWIQ AND THE ANORY INCH
R Nlghlly 5*00, 9:30 Malinect SnUSun 12:25

$1.00 OffWith A Student
I.P.

ItetiEtis^
By LIZ BOMZE

Maisel reported that although Jews
today "
Reflecting on the status of Jews in achieved great prominence in the
icontemporary American politics, he early years of the 20th century, their
[ Having recently co-edited a col- noted that they have come a long political presence by mid-century
'lection of essays entitled "Jews in way and made great social progress was "the exception, not the rule."
"Other immigrant groups," he
lAmerican Politics" with Irai N. throughout time. "It is," he stated,
iForman, William R. Kenan, Jr., "the attainment of a gift that is very noted, "such as the If ish and the
,'Professor of Government L. Sandy different from the Biblical gift grant- Italians, used politics as a means for
jMaisel gave a lecture on Saturday to ed in Genesis to Esau and sol&ko social advancement, but Jews
[students, and parents about the Jacob. American birthright goes not achieved prominence in art and liter'book and the history of Jewishpoliti- to first-born and not only to males, ature, in academia, in certain busibut to everyone, equally; and that nesses, and in entertainment, but not
:cians.
400
birthri ght is the possibility of attain- in politics." Only with the election of
! The book combines 14 essays,
introing any goal, not ideology, and Franklin Roosevelt did the Jewish
[biographical sketches and an
[duction by the Democratic Vice- defines the place of Jews, an ancient political presence begin to slowly
[Presidential nominee, Senator people, in what is still a new land."
escalate. '
have
attained
He noted that Jews
Maisel reminded attendees that
'Joseph H. Lieberman. The essays
representaprominence
inconceivwealth and .
illustrate the complete
last year, however, America watched
and
future
able
to
those
ancestors
who
arrived
Senator Lieberman-lun-^or The viceition of the past, present,
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Crew boat dedicated to
Olympic rower Gehman

By LAUREL WOODWARD

;STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Colby 's Varsity
and Novice crew team members
and their fatnilies gathered at the
Hume Center for a boat dedication
ceremony honoring a very special
alumni: Olympic rower and twotime national team member Hilary
Gehman '93.
I Gehman began rowing at Colby
[in 1990, during the spring of her
[freshmen year. Prior to Colby,
Gehman, a native of Wolfboro,
New Hampshire, had no rowing
in
^experience;
fact, during high
|school she excelled in two entirel y
[different sports: held hockey and
cross country skiing. Despite this
late start, Gehman excelled as a
rower but she never dreamed that
she would one day partake in the
Olympic games.
Following graduation in 1993
with a degree in sociology, she
moved to Portland, Oregon where
she took an ight-month break
^
from rowing. After this short sabbatical, she joined a rowing club
and began a gradual training program. In '96 she saw a fellow teammate compete in the Olympics, and
was encouraged to increase her
level of training intensity.
In the summer of '97, she purchased a single scull and began to
actively compete. Her most noted
accomplishments include a fifth
place finish in the single at the 1998
U.S. National Championships,
third in the quadruple sculls at the
1999 FISA World Cup stop in
Lucerne, a bronze medal in the
quadruple sculls at the 2000 Zurich
World Cup stop in Lucerne, and a
second place finish in the double
sculls at
the Pacific Rim
International Regatta on the
Olympic course in Penrith ,

Australia.
At the 2000 Olympics in Sy dney,
Gehman was a member of the team
that finished fifth in the quadruple
sculls, just out of medal contention.
In addition, she hopes to compete
in the 2004 games in Athens.

In spite of her many achievements, Gehman remains modest.
"When I rowed at the Colby
Club program, I worked hard . And
although I trained hard after leaving, coming from a club team, I
never saw myself going -to- the
Olympics; it seemed the unthinkable. But in reality, I have realized
that it is all about what you want to
do, the goals that you want to
attain. To achieve these goals, you
must take it one step at a time. I
encourage athletes coming from
smaller programs to keep this perspective in mind, remembering
always to just take things one step
at a time."
Stew Stokes, the current crew
coach, was a little more liberal with
his praise of Gehman in the short
speech he gave at the beginning of
the ceremony :
"Many people do not know this,
but rowing is the oldest intercollegiate sport, dating back to 1852,
and it has been present in ' the
NESCAC region since 1857. At the
2000 Olympics, five out of the 58
rowers graduated from NESCAC
schools. Of these five, four of their

crews finished third, forth, fifth,
and eighth; this clearl y demonstrates the caliber of rowing that
occurs in the league.
"Hilary is an athlete who, before
going to the Olympics, got her start
right here in Maine. To the rowing
world, it seemed like Hilary came
out of nowhere; she didn't have the
same background as many of the
other rowers, having come from a
club team. She wasn't the biggest,
or even necessarily the strongest,
but at the Olympics size and
strength aren't everything that
matter. The Olympic motto is
'swifter, hi gher, stronger ', not
'swiftest, hi ghest, .strongest.' It is
for this reason that Hilary has done
so, well, and it is for this reason that
we row, and train, so intensely."
Later, he continued this idea,
"To get the best results for our
training efforts, we need the best
boat. It is for this reason that we
purchased a Millennium 8 boat. It
is not often you/can claim that you
have the best al something, but in
this case, we've got it. What reall y
makes a boat special, however,
what gives it life and energy, is its
name. We hope the appropriate
name will inspire all men and
women, parents and alumni, to
maximize all opportunities, and do
all things possible. It is for this reason, we name the boat in honor of
Hilary Gehman for all that she has
accomplished, but most importantly, for all that she is going to
accomplish."
Following the speech, the Colby
crew banner was removed from the
boat and its bow was christened
with a bottle of champagne.
Afterwards, Gehman led ei ght of
the varsity girls for a short row
from the honorary position of
stroke seat.
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BRAD SEYMOUR/ COLBY ECHO

L. Sand y Maisel lectures parents, students, and alumni concerning Jews in Politics.
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Patnotism rally at Amherst
takes unexpected turn
On Thursday, the Amherst
Assembly for Patriotism held a rally,
meaning to have a forum where students could, express their views on
the meaning of pa'triotism. Ten students spoke, reflecting both politically and personally. However/ when
the speeches were over, the rally took
a drastically different turn.
A group of ten protesters^at least
one from Hampshire College burned an American flag and distributed various anti-American materials. Most of them saying "vetyTittle,
they instead circulated papers entitled, "Reasons Why I Do Not Feel
Very Patriotic Today," citing examples of American actions, such as the
assaults on Indochina from 1954 to
1975, and American support of Israel
as they "drive Palestinians from their
native lands through terror and
genocide."
After the rally, some protesters
engaged in arguments with Amherst
students for approximately 30 minutes.
The protesters drafted a letter,
which was sent to The Student by
Outreach . Coordinator Jennifer
Cannon. Cannon prefaced the state-
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ment by writing that the protesters
"have been bombarded with hate
mail and death threats all weekend."
"The American flag represents
freedom, democracy, and unity to
some, but to others it symbolizes the
opposite," wrote the protesters. "The
United States of America is built
upon a history of violence and
repression;"
Hampshire President Gregory S.
Prince released two statements concerning the incident. One statement
defended the right of the protesters
to express unpopular views, citing
Hampshire's tradition of encouraging all dtize|hi_rto be "involved in
national and (international issues."
The secojnd statement was an
open letter to the protesters expressing disappoi ntment in their actions.
This event thrust Amherst into the
national spotlight, receiving coverage in The Boston Globe and The
Drudge Rep ort, as well as mention
on CNN's "jLou Dobbs' Moneyline"
and local news programs.
Brandeis students express distrusf of campus water
Many students expressed distrust
of Brandeis tap water, complaining
of its cloudy appearance and strong

chlorine taste. The water is supplied
to the tity of Waltham and the rest of
the Boston metro area from the
Quabbin Reservoir, outside of
Worcester, by the Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority (MWRA).
"I don't trust drinking the tap
water," Angela Lo '04 said. "I didn't
drink it at home, either." According
to the MWRA's website, the doudy
appearance is due to a condition
called "white water" which is caused
by tiny air bubbles in the wafer and
occurs most often during the coldest
months of the year.
Lo, like many other Brandeisians,
chooses to filter her tap water before
drinking it.
"It doesn't taste totally dean , I just
feel safer that way," Lo said.
Although the water from the
reservoir is considered to be very
clean by most safety standards, there
has been some question about the
condition of the pipes that carry the
water from the reservoir to the many
communities in the Boston area.
Many of the pipes currently in place
are over a century old and in poor
condition. (The MWRA adjusts the
chemical balance of its water to prevent leachjng of dangerous substances into' the drinking water.
ComvilecFby Liz Bomze

Better Scores.
Better Schools.
www.riversidefarmmarket.com
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Only one mile from campus!
Bear ri ght before heading
towards Hillside. Left at stop
sign. On your left.
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Surah LawrenceCollege at Oxford offers students the unparalleled opportunity to work individually with Oxford scholars in private tutorials, the hallmark of an Oxford education.
Open to qualified undergraduates, it is the only visiting student program sponsored by an
American college that gives students access to the full range of tutors and disciplines of Oxford
University 's 37 colleges. In addition, each student has a wide range of privileges at the
University. This special relationship gives students access to the University's athletic teams,
libraries, social events, as well as voting rights in the Student Union.
Information ;Office of International Programs, Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY IO708-5999 / (800) 873-4752 / E-mail: sicawayt&slc.edu

. . ' . ' ¦ ¦Editorials .
Scheduling conflicts disrupt - Parents'Weekend

Parents wear but te

Undoubtedly, it was Colby's goal to provide a fun and active weekend
for students and their parents. With over 100 scheduled events and beautiful weather (minus the fifteen-minute hail-storm on Saturday), the weekend left nothing to be desired...except better planning.
For the most part, both Friday and Saturday night were fine. The idea to
a) hold two a cappella concerts, and b) have them in a concert hall that
accommodates a large crowd was good, since the seating ih Cramped
Lorimer Chapel would have been nothing less than impractical.
Compliments also for bringing back Step Afrikal, which proved a grearsuccess the second time around .
* Nonetheless, the other events _ held on Friday night-the Dana Bixler
Convocation Lecture, the Powder and Wig performance, "Bedroojns and
Corridors," and th<? a cappella concert itself-were all held between 8:00
p;m. and 11 prm., making it;impossibIe for people to see all the shows.
The two theatrical performances did, however, run Saturday night as
well, but they conflicted with Step Afirika!, the Colby Dancers, and the
Colby Symphony Orchestra. Also, there were' several events, including
Colby Improv and a tour of the Art Museum, which were scheduled during me middle of the Colby-Bates football game.
Surely Colby wanted to provide a variety of entertainment and had reschedule many performances so that parents could see their children's
accomplishments; nonetheless, it is a shame that people were forced to
choose, and, merefofeTmiss so many events.
Furthermore, the number of events on Saturday compared to that of
Sunday was somewhat ill-proportioned. For those parents who stayed
through Sunday afternoon, there was little to do besides, eat or attend the
Halloween Extravaganza. Although events could not have been scheduled
late into the afternoon, it would have better balanced the weekend to
spread out the activities into Sunday.

Uncommon
Sense
Emma
McCandless

I'm wondering if anyone else has
noticed that lad ybugs Seem to be
exceptionally numerous this fall. At
first, seeing a little lad ybug crawling
up my window made me smilegood luck superstitions and all that,
you know, But then they just got to
be...too many.I noticed the other day
as I walked down the hall in East
Quad that every hall light seenfied to
have at least four or five lad ybugs
crawling on it. Friends of mine have
made a project of capturing all the
ladybugs that have invaded their
room. It's getting a bit ridiculous if
you ask me. The"cute" ladybugs
have definitely worn out their welcome.
I'm sure there's a reason for this
sudden infestation of Coccinella
sep tempun ctata (thaf s* the scientific
name for ladybugs), and I'm sure

Kudos to Security on a job well done
During parents weekend, the Colby-Bates football game took place here
at Colby. Other than a runaway score of 42-0 this game was like any other
football game; this simple fact speaks worlds about Kow successful security and the administration were in keeping the situation under control.
Last year, the game took place atBates and a skirmish broke out between
Bates fans and Colby fans. This outburst was so large the Bates security had
trouble diffusing the situation. This did not look good for either institution,
and so steps were put in place to make sure we were not graced with a
repeat performance at this year 's contest.
Security: from both Colby and Bates, along with members of the administration from each college, met to desi gn a plan so that the game could be
violence free, while not crushing the school spirits that fuel the rivalry.
Extra security from Bates was brought down to the game and students were
alerted to the situation with an e-mail to both student bodies.
In order to further aid the situation, captains from the Colby team were
enlisted. A joint letter was written, expressing their wishes that they didn't
want fans to undertake any means, of support "that, will endanger yourself
or others." This was followed with a plea to "avoid any ugly altercations
like the Bates fans incited last year."
Bravo to Colby Security and Colby administrators for designing and
implementing this plan. Without ruining anyone's enjoyment of the game,
the added security was successful in preventing an altercation, which
would have reflected as poorly on Colby as it did on Bates last year. It was
especially important to put our best face forward during Family
Homecoming Weekend. Lastly, an extra thanks is in order to the students
who attended the game and found more, constructive ways of showing
their support than fighting.

By PATRICK BENTON
STAFF WRITER

A few weeks ago, back when
Sept. ll was only another day on the
calendar, I tore from my bedspread
the "do-not-remove-on-penalty-ofdeath" tag that seems to be attached
to every bedspread, pillow, and mattress sold in the good ol' U.S. of A. It
would have been a rather usual
event had it not been for the sticker
on the back: "Quilted by Fadisha
Baker."
Where my father lives-rural,
northwestern Iowa-he can go down
the road and buy corn from the
farmer that grows it or pick out a
hog for his dinner plate from the
family that raised it. There are plenty of instances where thaf s not possible-car parts, for instance-but
you'd better believe that he can call
the guy who sells the parts at home
should there ever be a problem.
I grew up in a slightly more
urban area, and then left strai ght
from high school for a two-year stint
in the sprawling metropolis that is

American tourists taking pictures of
their kids in front of crucifixes in
ancient churches or complaining
loudly in restaurants. I was
impressed by the environmental
sensitivity in the big city. Gun control in England was so practical that
I wished America had followed suit.
Although I walked around downtown London by myself at all hours
of the ni g ht, I never once felt fri ght,
ened. Thaf s more than I can say for
my hometown. America, it seems,
has a lot to learn.
'
How is this possible, I asked
myself. How can I be a critical patriot? I pondered this for a semester
and finall y, as the plane touched
down in Logan airport, realized
what I had been missing, You have
to be critical to be patriotic. I was
coming back to American soil with a
new appreciation and a whole new
list of problems for my motherland,
and this wasn't a contradiction.
The scientific method holds that
the best way to test a hypothesis is to

Briana Wright
I am a patriot. I truly believe in
America, in American society "and
the ideals that inspired the founding
of this country. As a patriot, I've
been pleased to see such a recent
outpouring of American sentiments.
American flags on car antennas,
patriotic slogans on gas station
signs, T-shirts for sale at Irving that
proclaim their wearer is "Proud to
be an American"-it's great Yet, as a
thoughtfu l person, I'm also a little
concerned,
I was a Feb-fresh and spent first
semester freshman year in London.
Living abroad was a challenging
experience and one that hel ped
define my personal identity and my
national identity, At fi rst, I thought
the feelings London inspired were
paradoxical. I missed America. For
the first time in my life I actuall y felt
proud to say I came from America.
But I cringed when I walked past

Ward's
Words
Geoff Ward
As the fi ghting in Af ghanistan
(also referred to as "America 's
New War," or "The War on
Terrorism," depending on which
television news program you
watch) continues, I'd like to take
some time to address some issues
surrounding the war, or What I
Don 't Like About What Bush Is
Doing.
I should start out by saying that
for the most part, this entire situation has been handled extremel y
well. It pains me to make such a
statement about President Bush,
but the truth is, the aftermath of
the Sept. 11 disaster has gone as

See PATRIOTISM continued to page 5
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of ,pressure to show parents how
happy and wonderful you are,
which tends to mean putting on a
show and hiding any signs of stress
from when your parents arrive on
Friday until they leave Sunday afternoon. Not really anyone's idea of

.. j . ;

fun.

Individual parents aside, having
Colby flooded with what seems like
(and maybe even is) thousands of
extra: peoplefgets' arUttle ''f^tta"ting^"
too. Everything from parking lots to
the dining halls to the bookstore is
more chaotic because of the crowds.
I know there are a lot of people
who call home all the time, go home
for a visit once a month, and think
parental visits to Colby are great in
every respect. And I just want to say
that I really do think Family
Weekend is great, but I'm glad if s
only a weekend. Parents are great,
but when visiting Colby, I think they
wear out their welcome pretty
quickly. Kind of like ladybugs.
Emma McCandless the
Echo Opinions Editor.

when someone else performs his or
her function to perfection.
The Echo, through editorial cartoons, has taken recently to lambasting the Colby security officers, at
least once suggesting they should be
sent to ticket bin Laden and the
Taliban into submission. This is just
one aspect of the outri ght abuse
Colby security receives from members of the Colby community, parents and students. Addressing only
the fuss that is made about tickets,
I've seen the Hillside parking lot and
it could probably fit in at least a
dozen more cars if students parked
properly.
As for other parking violations,
how can we dare to pretend this is a
compassionate, responsible campus
if we complain that parking in handicapped areas and fire lanes is
noticed? Further, the fact that one
officer seems to write a majo rity of
tickets, i.e. does his j ob to a fuller
extent, means we're getting a string
of second chances from the other
officers. Addressing parking tickets
alone ignores the other instances of

abuse, boorishness; and disrespect
that is heaped on security-both officers and dispatchers (the people you
call for information and to be let in
when you've lost your key).
The members of security are fine
people. They provide a necessary
service for a typically unfriendly
customejr for less that you think or
they deserve. If we're too conditioned or unwilling to see them as
the caring, hard-working, interesting
people they are, then we should at
least give them less of a problem for
doing an excellent job. Knowing
who does the hard work around
here should be less of a novelty. That
includes security, secretaries, dining
services, the physical plant, custodians, and the other hard-working
people, on the Colby staff, They're
more of what America is about than
any of the spoiled brats that give
them trouble.
.
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Patrick Benton is a regular
columnist for the Echo. He can be
reached at p bbenton@colby.edu.

Donald
Defense
Secretary
Rumsfeld and Chairman of the

well . as could be expected. Bush's
speeches have been forceful and to
the point, his stance clear, and the
decision-making process deliberate.
Like most Democrats I like to
give everyone in the Bush administration credit except Bush himself for making prudent decisions.
However I am capable of rising
above partisanshi p. Therefore I
will concede that he's probabl y
been at some of the meetings in
which such decisions were made,
and I'm willing to bet he even put
the Playstation 2 controller down
for a few minutes and actuall y
paid attention.
All joking aside, in my opinion
the Bush administration has run a
good war to the extent that a
"good" war can ever be run. I
have been impressed with the
straightforward manner in which

A FEW WEEKS AGO,
BUSH WAS USING
THE WAR TO ILLUSTRATE WHY DRILLING
FOR OIL SHOULD
TAKE PLACE IN THE
ARCTIC NATIONAL

W ILDLIFE REFUGE
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Joint Chiefs of Staff General
Richard Myers have conducted
press briefings. While deep down
I don't place very much trust in
the intelligence of President Bush ,
I do trust Rumsfeld and Myers to
make intelligent decisions and
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See BUSH continued to
page 5
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make progress towards bringing
Osama bin Laden to Justice.
But I'm getting off track. The
purpose of this column is to outline What I Don 't Like About
What Bush Is Doing. There are
two basic things that anger me
whenever I sit down to watch the
news. The first thing that bothers
me -is that in almost every statement Bush g ives he mentions that
the war will last quite a long time.
The current estimate is usuall y
given as two years or more.
Now, this may be true. And it is
necessary to make it clear to the
American people that "The War
¦
Against Terrorism" could be a
long and costl y conflict. But there
is something that makes me shudder when Bush talks about how
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our nation's-capital. It's still kind of
a novelty to see right before my eyes
the.name, of the person who quilted
my ever-so-comfortable and warm
bedspread.
The real problem I see with the
rampant consumerism we have in
America is that we can't possibly
appreciate what we're buying
because we'll never meet, let alone
know, the person that made what
we're buying. Things are too conformed because of it; most of us
would prefer the convenience of
bleached-flour, factory manufactured loaves, bagged and endlessly
shelved rather than searching out
the differences in shape, texture, and
decoration that come innately with
individual, homemade loaves. No
one really prefers Wonderbread, but
no one can-deny that it is always
easy to get and there's an that there's
an assumed standard of purity.
More broadly, we've begun to see
people as functions; the job they do
rather than the person they are. And,
when we feel the function we perform is better, we quit recognizing

"Asked correctly for a Buck
¦
Fates T-shirt."
; Michael Henderson-Cohen '03
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windowseat!" or "Your roommates
are so charming and personable!")
that if s really a very adorable spectacle.
Oi course, a visit from parents
also: usuaUyamearis the added bonus
of a weekend of meals eaten most off
campus. When my parents came up
last year, they insisted on taking me
out for every meal they were here
for-which was j ust fine with me, of
" —- .-;.;-—------v
course"" ";
However, I have found that most
of the "good" aspects of Family
Weekend are much more applicable
when the parents in question are not
mine. My parents, faced with a fifteen-hour drive one way, opted not
to come up for Family Weekend this
year,but I think I had even more fun
that way. I find that when I'm alone
with rfvy parents, espedally at Colby,
which is sort of "my turf," I start to
get annoyed with them really quick'
ly, A
..._„Frorn conversations I had with a
few people thisweekend, I know I'm
not the only one who feels something along those lines. There's a lot

Bush using war on terror to further own agenda
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someone in the Biology department
could probably offer some ideas as
to what it might be. However, I'm
not really interested in exploring
ladybugs much further today;
they're just a fun way of introducing
what I really want to talk about:
,
' ," , Parents.
Yeah, you read that right. After
Family Weekend, I realized that the
whole event-in a very cute and
amusing way, of course-reminded
me of the Invasion of the Ladybugs.
First of all, - parents make me
smile. They show up oh campus
with an endearing, happy cluelessness thaf s probably the result of the
p icture of Colby they get from
the
Parents'
Admissions,
Association and the Family/
Homecoming Weekend literature
(something close to reality, but sans
anything "bad" the administration
doesn't want parents to know
about.)
Parents are so interested in
aspects of Colby life that we students tend to take for granted ("Oh,
wow, how lovely! Your room has a

; . :f—

Colby students disrespectful of
those who selflessly serve them

Criticizing America the
best way to be patriotic
All Talk
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Beat us in beer die."
" V.'
Jess Knight '02, Jess
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felUSH: President using war ip
justify bad po litical
decisions
continued fr omyage4

^ong it might take to eradicate terrorism. He just seems all to
pleased that this war might go on
forever, and might help him get
re-elected. The fact that he makes
this statement over and over just
reinforces the feeling I get that he
really wants this war to continue.
* The second thing that Bush is
doing that bothers me is his use of
"American s New War" as justification for his pet projects. A few
weeks ago, Bush was using the
war to illustrate why drilling for
oil should take place in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, and he's
•falso been using the war to push
for more tax cuts, ancHpxcutting
ihto:rthe--Socia"Security--Trust
Fund. To me, this is taking it too
far. The purpose of this war is to
stop terrorism, or to halt its
progress as much as possible. This
'MStLJUlQi.taking place„.tci...,push
forward Bush's agenda, but more
and more it seems as if itis becoffi-ing a tool to do just that.
The real reason Bush mi ght use
money in the Social Security Trust
Fund to pay for the War is not
because .war is so expensive, but
because he used up all of the

money in the budget surplus to
pay for his tax refund. If that surplus still existed, then the money
could have gone to the'war effort.
But now we may have to damage
Social Security in order to compensate for a useless tax refund.
The fact that Bush has the gall to
call for even more tax . cuts while
openly discussing gouging Social
Security makes the whole thing
that much more repulsive.
I believe that this war should
be fought, and that American
security must be defended against
cowardly terrorist attacks. I do not
believe the war should be used as
justification for a partisan political
agenda.-President-Bush should let
his more than competent advisors
and appointees run the war and
work towards its objectives. If he
starts getting involved, or pulling
it. into the political arena, he'll ruin
the re-election chances he feels he
has. " :: :

¦

¦
. "—-— ;.- : . > — . '

Geoff. Ward is the Managing
Editor for the Echo

SHQC Corner
Your health questions answered by Student Health On Campus
Q. Why are sexual assault laws so pro-female and anti-male?
A. The way you worded your question conveys your opinion that sexual assault laws are biased in favor of females, however, sexual assault
laws were created to help the victims and that is what they do. Perhaps
the reason why the laws seemed to be biased is that women might be
more likely to report sexual .assault. Therefore, these laws might aid
women moire often making it seem as m6ugTTtfie "raws are biased. The following scenario is an example of how these laws work in favor of the victim,
A man and a woman meet at a party,both are intoxicated, and they
begin talking. They deride to go back to the woman's room and they end
up having sexual intercourse. The next morning one of them wakes up
and is upset by what happened and feels violated.
Regardless of whether the person who felt violated was the man or the
woman/ the sexual assault laws will protect him or her. Many men experience situations like this, but may not realize that they were sexually
assaulted or may choose not to report it. It is important for men to realize
that sexual assault does happen to them; it is important for women to
realize that they dp commit sexual assault and that the law will not shelter them in any way. The same is true in homosexual relationships; the
law will help the victim.

.
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PATRIOTISM: Diff eren ces in opinion, discussion OK in wartime

continued fro m pa ge 4

attempt to prove it wrong. If you
can't, your assumption must be true.
When he began his; search for certainty, Descartes questioned and
rejected everything he had previously accepted to see what would stand
the testing. America itself was
founded as a rebellion, and our constitution was written with the radical statement that, should the new
government prove ineffective, it
should be challenged, destroyed and
replaced.
Challenging assumptions is a cornerstone of Western society. In hi gh
school I wore a pin that proclaimed
one should "Question Authority."
My math teacher asked me what to
do =•¦ when you're the authority.
"You're questioned," I responded,

, .

.

;

¦

large enough_group of . people tiherg.
is bound to be dissent. While some
of these "opinions may have little
validity and can be easily dismissed
it is important that they are at least
heard, understood and questidfted;
One metaphor that I've heard
recently is that America is speaking
with a single voice, speaking but
against violence and terrorism.
But America doesn't speak with a
single voice. Even when we agree,
that agreement rises from hundreds
of thousands of separate voices. It is
misleading to say ¦we speak singular-

and it seemed like the most important part of being an authority. If no
one challenges those in power, there
is no way to verify the truth or moral
validity of authority/ There is no
counter-hypothesis, and thus nothing to prove the truth of assump¦
- r'.
tions: r~; ":- - ¦: ¦¦—
if we .want the best society, and if
we assume our ideals are correct, it
becomes our duty to raise dissenting
voices. I love my country, and I want
my country to do what's ri ght. So I
raise my voice against my country,
against what's accepted and what
goes unchallenged. How else can we
test the strength of our systems and
beliefs?
A lack of challenges to authority
is almost always suspicious. In a
—

.

'
ly,- ;. . ¦— ¦ ¦ ,.; . . .: ¦

A lack of dissent, like the single
voice the media is attributing to the
American populous, does not imply
universal agreement. Often, it only

¦
'
. k. j

k

¦

¦

voices have
meanj SJhfilthe^p^Kising.
been silenced. The majority claims to
be right not through testing, not by
questioning , the : strength of our
beliefs, but by a lack of opposition.
"'This is dangerous,. not only for
those who are silenced, but for the
entire society. Unquestioned beliefs
may be right, but more often than
not they will be at least partially
Incorrect. There are flaws that questioning, that challenging, could have
revealed. "United We Stand," proclaims the gas station sign and the
bumper sticker, and they're ri ght.
We do stand united. But we do not
stand silently.
"
'

Briana Wrig ht is a weekl y
columnist for the Echo.
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Improv reveals who killed Count Chocula

3>r KATE RUSSO

A&E EDITOR
¦
'«¦' } On Saturday afternoon, Given
''' Auditorium was filled with counts'' dess parents and students ready to be
-^•entertained by the witty Colby
fahTmprov Team, they began with an
including
the
*^opening
o+i'Neverending Story Theme Song", a
signature Colby Improv number.
This song mixed with a western
"showdown" had the audience in
stitches.— — — - —J_ ._ .-„__-_ _^_ ._
At six members, Improv is much
smaller than it has been in the past,
and the intimate size works to the
group's advantage. Audience members were able to leam more about
the actor's personalities and look
forward to their roles in different
games.
The first game they played was
the classic, Oscar Moments. In this
game, each of the players was
expected to give an Oscar-caliber
performance from a made up movie.
."¦One Oscar moment would have won
p ^the golden statue for portraying a
"'•depressed man in the movie "Crazy
."¦for Crackers."
¦
"•>
Next up, Tory Raphael '02,,
•-""AmandaRei '02, and Liz Neumann
-i'(04 p layed the game Parent
¦?••¦Interrogation, in which Rei played a
child who killed Count Chocula on
•-""the subway with a peanut butter
fii sandwich. She had to guess her
ki crime based on her parents' interroVi > gation. After some heavy hinting,
tflike a warped game of charades,
¦"¦from "parents" Newman and
ii "Rap hael, Amanda successfully
mguessed her crime, and claimed that
•"'envy
of Chocula's superior
Halloween costume drove her over

Film Society Movies - Arey
005 12:303:00 am.
Meeting for class 'Islam l
TOT - Lovejoy215 8:00-9:30
^
P-mColby Sounds of Gospel Lorimer Rose Chapel 8:00}
9:30 p.m.
1
Colby Dancers - Page \
Commons Room Cotter I
Union 9:00 p.m.
j*
SGA Film 'Along Came a\
Spider - Loveloy 100 9:3o\
¦'¦ » ¦ '
11:30 pm,

. >
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fames Ewing '02, Liz Neumann '04 and Adrian LaRochelle '04 offer dating advice f o the most attractive person in the world.
the edge.
Of course, no Improv show
would be complete without Raphael
and James Ewing '02 doing Sound
Effects. In this game, Raphael does
the sound effects for Ewing's movements. I must say, this usually funny
game went on for too long; Towards
the end, the two started working

against each other rather than collaboratively and the game ended
without a climax and without making a great deal of sense.
Possibly the best game the group
layed
was Newscasters, where they
p
were faced with 'the fairy tale of
"Pinocchio: It isn't his nose that is
growing." The quick and clever cast

Merchant." The sound was very
clean and crisp, but without any
improvisation the piece lost the flare
of spontaneity usually, associated
with j azz.
The ensemble slowed it down a
little with the tune "Jha-Jha Queen,"
a smoother sounding, more contemporary song in which alto saxophone player Keith Romano '04
soloed for a good portion. Romano's
rhythms were remarkable. He
played with confidence and enthusiasm to an audience that was completely in awe of his talent. It was
onl y hieghtened further when
Thomas joined him for a duet.
The group played four more
songs after this, experimenting in
many different genres such as swing
and funk, Louis Belson's "A Little
Syncopation Please" had a swing

beat that made me want to get up
and dance; as I looked around I saw
that all the audience members were
taping their feet.
Two of the songs were rather
unusual and very complex. "Last
Tangle of Lord Boogie" and "Long in
the Tooth," composed by Frank
Mantooth, which had a very electric,
loud sound. This was the only song
that required Thomas to direct
because it was in 9/4 time, though
maybe not a s toe-tapping as typical
j azz standards, these two tunes truly
showcased the jazz ensembles talents and willingness to go beyond
traditional form of j azz.
Of the many events I attended
this weekend, this one was one of
the most enjoyable. I look forward
to, and hi ghly recommend, future
ja zz ensemble Concerts. ••

came up with fast solutions to the
difficult task of keeping the show at
PG-13.
.
Throughout the performance all
of the Cast members could be counted on for wacky stunts and crazy
one-liners, Of course the performance had its dry moments, but the
cast worked well With what was.

r

sometimes was bleak material. Also
refreshing was that there were comparatively fewer deaths during this
improv show than any other in
recent history. The group really
made an effort to end their skits with
variety.

Strong acting,
SColby Jazz Ensemble
pleats up Given Auditorium writing, soundtrack
power 'Hedwig '
"-

¦ » ¦¦ '

3y KATE RUSSO v

y iA&E EDITOR ,
The Jazz Ensemble played their
first concert of the year on Saturday
to a large crowd in Given
Auditorium. After much anticipation as the band set up, they were
finally ready to begin their wonderfully exp losive jazz set.
The group started out with a
blues arrangement by Duke
XJ I jEU ington to warm themselves up. In
v ;this piece, many members of the
fa band took solos and were able to
~, j show off their improvisation skills in
¦
a manner that Jazz
Ensemble direc-y,u
¦"
,
Eric
Thomas
called
the "point
.Jor
tl
and
lay
method."
p
k;
1 . They followed this hi ghly improvisational blues piece with a more
^•modern song that allowed for no
.- , improvisation
called
"Groove
I JJ

'Bedrooms & Corridors'
features intrigue , secret
s codes, fear of cheese
¦
at. ;v ¦

gB y MELVJLADERA
fat STAFF WRITEk

The hysterical "Bedrooms &
jjjg
Corridors,"
performed in the Cellar
wj
theater
of
Strider during Family
j*
Q[ Weekend, had audiences bursting
m with laughter. The script by Noah
WsGharney '02 was filled with witty
_. lines and the actors delivered their
^Ihes with passion and enthusiasm
i as |h*:y portrayed their eccentric
I characters. Masked invaders and
| secret codes kept the audience in
| suspense.
"Bedrooms & Corridors" has a
very intricately woven plot, starring
j the multitalented Charney as zany
! .(j eor^e'Willingbush. It takes place in
, "ffi ftotd tjiat quickl y becomes a center
of eventB of espionage. Various
shady and peculiar characters check
in and immediately intrigue one
another. Tlie curious Emma (Anna
j Berke '02) and George are the lustful
J old couple who seem to always have
erotic pleasure on their minds. The
suave Lance (Matt Guy-Hamilton
'05), and his haughty lover Audrey
GXlljson Threadgold '02) are also an
nterestih g and entertaining pair, as
they mingle and flirt with the other
hotel guests.
In addition, the cheese-phobic
Augustus (Lucas Thatcher '05)^ the
paranoid Emmaline (Emily BHdtvell

'02), and Mister Watt, (Osman
Haneef '05) the secret agent
wannabe, provide very uni que personalities that add to the buffoonery
of the character interactions in the
story line. There were confusing
exchanges of packages, secret codes,
floor plans, and men in closets,

which led to all of the characters
gathering together in the end for a
hilarious confrontation.
Much of the humor wfUs quirk y
and' nonsensical, but his inten t was
to make it that way. It did not strive
to have some special deep meaning.
In relation to this goal, the play does
have plenty of absurdist qualities,
much like Eugene Ionesco's "The
Bald Soprano," which Charney
directed at Colby last spring.
Charney played with words with

tremendous satire and ingenuity.
This p lay contained non-stop
humor, I was afraid that if I blinked
I would miss something.
The cast was splendid in portraying their wacky roles, The comical
flirtati ons between the characters
kept audiences enticed. Charney
and Berke's George and Emma were
boisterously entertaining when they
courted one another.
In addition, it was fun to hear
whenever Thatcher nervousl y said
the word "cheese" because It was
amusingly reminiscent to the character Monty from the classic childhood
favorite cartoon "Chip V Dale's
Rescue Rangers."
Also worthy of praise, Bridwell's
spaced-out facial expressions alone
added a refreshing charm to her
character 's perplexed disposition.
Tlie whole cast did an astounding
job in bringing Chnrney's vision to
life.
Charney states in , his author 's
notes, "My goal was to compose
something that would divert its
audience for its duration, let them
forget the worries of daily life, and
simp ly laugh." He was indeed successful, and it could not have come
in a more opportune time with the
calamity going on in the world
today, This enigmatic comedy was
indeed refreshing and a great excuse
to just laugh for an hour-and a half.
<J -
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International Coffee Hour*-*
Mary Low Coffeehouse \
4:30-6:00 p.m.
] ."/ '. .
SGA Film 'Along Came d
Spider - Lovejoy 100 7:00}
1
9:00 pm
-

International Film Festival *
Keyes 105 7:00-11:00 prnZ,
Oak Institute Lecture - ¦"Professor Julie Mertus - OBn
'
1 7:30-9:30 pm.
One Act Play Festival - :
Mary Low Coffeehouse ; 4
8:00-9:00 pm,
\
Rock Music - Mary Low ]
Coffeehouse 9:30 pm- >
12:00 am more
:
SGA Film 'Along Came a
Spider - Loveloy 100 9:30. ,
¦¦
11:30 pm
;'
11/3

:

Women 's Studies Film - '5;'
Girls' - Arey 005 7:00-9:00 j .
pm.
;,
International Film Festival Keyes 105 7:00-11:00 p.m.
Colby Wind Ensemble Lorimer Chapel 7:30 pm.
m
One Act Play Festival - 4
Mary Low Coffeehouse
8:00-9:00 p.m.
SPB event: Skalloween Page Commons Room
Cotter Union 10:00 p.m,2:00 am.

•
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John Cameron Mitchell stars in "Hedwi g and the Angry Inch ."

By KATE CARROLL . , .
STAFF WRITER

When I saw the trailer for
"Hedwig and the Angry Inch," I figured it would be a cross between
"Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of
the Desert," and "The Rock y Horror
Picture Show." I was mistaken.
Although "Hedwig" is, by definition, a rock odyssey, similar in concept to both "Priscilla " and "Rock y
Horror," it is so much more than
that.
Adapted from the off-Broadway
play by the same name, "Hedwig" is
both written and directed by the
playwrig ht himself, Joh n Cameron
Mitchell, who also plays the lead
role in the film. Helping him out
with music nnd lyrics is Stephen
Trask,
If you have seen the trailer you
would think "Hedwig" is all laughs
and witty dialogue. It has that , of
course - in abundance - but tile film
operates , on a much deeper level.
Hedwig, christened Hansel , is a
transsexual East Berliner who marries a United States serviceman
named Luther in order to get to
America. To marry Luther, Hansel
needs to pass a complete physical.
So his mother helps him by giving
her son her name and passport, ond
recommending a surgeon to perform n gender reassignment procedure. Ihe surgery is botched, nnd
Hedwig ends up with "an angry
inch" of flesh instead of female or
male genitalia.

This is all background information we receive in the form of flashbacks, mostl y set to music. The
movie, for the most part, does take
place in the present, following
Hedwig and the band "the Angry
Inch" around the country on tour.
The above description mi ght not
sound very deep, but it is more or
less the premise for the movie setting the stage, so to speak. While on
this tour/ odyssey, Hedwig searches
for who he or she reall y is. The film
questions traditional gender roles
and superbly portrays Hedwig's
uncertainty about belonging,
The story is accompanied b y
witty ' dialogue and a trul y kick-ass
soundtrack. The songs tell n lot of
the story and do so very well. They
are good, in and of themselves, but
when you realize what it is Hedwi g
is actuall y singing about, they
become that much better.
I hi ghly recommend getting out
to see ''Hedwi g and the Angry
Inch." It is not often that I rush out
and see a movie again, but I felt I
had to see it a second time just to
help me absorb all of what went on
that I couldn't process the first time.
I believe everyone should see this
movie, but if you don't wnnt to take
my word for it, here are some reasons: the soundtrack is unbeatable,
the costumes are fabulousl y out
there, the acting is good, the dialogue is witty, and most Importantly,
it makes you think.

1 1/4
One Act Play Festival Mary Low Coffeehouse
2:00-3:00 pm.
Lucy Stoltzman-Vlolln
Recttal - Bixler 178 (Given:
Auditorium) 4:00 pm,
\ •
Swing Club Lessons Alfond Athletic Center
Aerobics Room 7:00-9:00 ;
pm.
;
International Film FestivalKeyes 105 7:00-11:00 p.m.\ ?
1 1/5
Zen Meditation - Lorimer
Chapel Lounge 7:00-9:00
pm.

;
;
\
;

n/ 6

i
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I

Folk Music Gathering - •
Mary Low Coffeehouse \
7:00-9:30 pm.
\t

:„

Women on Campus - ;
Robins Roberts 12:00- 1:00 ,
pm.
!
Zen Meditation: An
;
Introduction - Lorimer Rose
Chapel 7:15-9:00 pm.
••* .*
more
?
Film Society Movies - Arey
005 7:30-10:00 p.m.
*
it
M
I
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A cappella still a hit among parents and students
By KATE RTJSSO

their own beat.
The group followed this number
with their classic piece you cannot
escape when attending an Eight concert, "Mood Indigo." The relatively
upbeat tone of the concert shifted
with "'Round Here/' the solo done
by group leader Eric Laurits '02 was
musically very well done, but the
song and the rest of the group
seemed upstaged by Laurits' emotions; ;
The group ended with a number
appropriate for Colby Parent's
Weekend, Vertical Horizon's "the
Man Who would be Santa" with a
solo sung by John Knoedler '03 and
a duet with Knoedler and Adam
Lewis '05. The song worked well as
a closing to an enthusiastic performance by the ColBy Eight.

A&E EDITOR

A cappella shows have become
5- W^- popular events during Parents'
*:¦ Weekend, that this year, the event
was moved from Page Commons to
the Waterville Opera House to
Accommodate more people. Even so,
friday 's performance by Colby's
ye a cappella groups was still
acked. With vocal skill and eclectic
» arrangements, Colby a cappella
lived up to its new accommodations.
Up first was the Colby Eight.
They opened with a tune from the
1930's entitled <'King for the Road"
featuring bassist Ben Coerper '04
and Greg Robinson '02. The duo
impressed us with more than just
^
'-'their ultra low melody, they also
^ shuffled their feet about stage to

BATTLE

Next to take the stage was the coed a cappella group, the
Megalomaniacs. They began with a
song known very well by the large

(THE COLBYETTES)
FIRST SONG, "MUMMERS DANCE" WAS
QUITE POSSIBLY THE

MOST BEAUTIFUL IN
THE $HOW. THE
SOLO WAS PERFORMED BY MERI
RENDA *02.

population of Guster fans at Colby,
"Demons." The arrangement was so
remarkably like the original that I
knew in a second exactly what it
was.
. Later in the repertoire, they did
the a cappella classic "Chile con
Carne." This: fast-paced tune was
one the most energetic and entertaining of the show. The groups
ended their set with the song
"Precious Moments," which was
sung and arranged by Terry
Parkham '02. Although it was the
last song in their set, it was also the
weakest. The audience responded" to
it With less enthusiasm then the first
three.
—
The Megs were followed by the
Blue Lights, who began with the
oldie "So Happy Together" which

must have fit well into the comfort
zone of the many parents in the
audience. Overall their performance
was short juid not as spirited as the
groups fans have come to expect.
They ended their performance by
welcorruhg~The~Sirens to sing their
last number, "Come a Little Bit
Closer" with them. Some members
of the audience had seen this number last spring, but the groups were
able to pull it off again and make it
fun. \i'
\_ ^—
;*'•—
^A
The Blue Lights left and the
Sirens took over from there. As
usual, the Sirens provided an edectic
mix of songs with beautiful harmonies. The only problem was that
three out of the four songs they sang
were performed during Sirens concerts last year. Though they were

Colby Orchestra
serves up tasty
musical cuisines

^

By MICHAEL GREENBERG
STAFF WRITER
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beautiful songs, I had hoped to hear
itsome newer arrangements.
The last to perform were the
Colbyettes. Their first son&
"Mummers Dance" was quite possibly the most beautiful in the show.
The solo was performed by Meri
Renda '02. The Colbyette's kept a
lively dyrtamic throughout their routinebut the rest of the songs suffered
in light of the first.
' . . \ . ."
Because the show featured so
many acts, no one group was able to
gorfr ay for the audience all the tune
and hard work that goes into arranging and singing in an a cappella
group. The performances were only
a preview meant to entice listeners
to come back for more.
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As part of the plethora of musical acts during family weekend, the
Colby Symphony Orchestra once
again gave a solid performance in
Lorimer Chapel Saturday night.
"You might have noticed the
culinary theme on tonight's proconductor,
gram,"
Jonathan
Hallstrom said, opening the concert, which was indeed a feast. Igor
Stravinsky's (1882-1971) Suite from
"Pulcinella" and Antonin Dvorak's
(1841-1904) Symphony No. 5
("From The New World") showcased two stylistically different
forms of composition.
Stavinsky's Suite focused on precision and the economy of the musical lines, particularly in the Toccata
movement, which contained just
what was needed to tell the musical
story. However, the "Pulcinella
Suite" was not absent of humor, as
Hallstrom noted a few rips from the
trombone section as a musical way
of "sticking out one's tongue at the
rest of the orchestra." The work
presented particularly strong performances from featured students
Matt Riportella-Crose '03 and
Victoria Hayes '04 on violin and
Jarod Bisogni '04 on viola.

-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—
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Ryan Swank '03 and Jason Bougere '03, also known as The J ay and Ryan Experience, perform at Saturday 's Battle of the
Bands on Averill lawn. The event also included Colb y bands Arising and The Jump Into.

Following a brief intermission,
the orchestra served Dvoraks
"New World" Symphony as a ridi
"dessert." The full orchestration,
rich brassy tones, lucid melodies in
the woodwinds,-and deep textures
among the strings contrasted effectively . with the less robust
Stravinsky suite.
Recapitulating themes from the
beginning returned at the end with
magnificent effect, and one could
almost feel a communal sigh of
ecstasy when the theme from the
Largo movement, probably one of
the most familiar melodies in all
music, began in the English Horn
and traveled throughout the
ensemble.
As common to Colby Symphony
Orchestra concerts, the group
enjoyed a full, highly appreciative
audience, which rose to its feet
almost instantaneously at the final
note of the Dvorak. Bravo to students, faculty, and professionals
alike!
The Colby Wind Ensemble,
under the direction of Eric Thomas,
performs next Saturday/November
3rd, in a program entitled "Country
Suites and City Sounds."

Maine native Pat Ranzoni concludes Women 's Colloquium
By MICHAEL GREENBERG

in other regions, often face competition for .grants with other poets,
who use Maine as a new home
rather than a first home.
Ranzoni, who grew up in
Bucksport where her father
returned from World War II to
work . in the paper mill, writes
poetry about her land, her people,
and her sense of intrusion from
the outside world as the true
Maine voice becomes scarce.
Ranzoni' s
talk,
entitled
"Making Water, Making U p
Minds, Am I Your Sister?" had
many layers of meaning. Pat

STAFF WRITER

Poet Pat Ranzoni read from her
latest
collection,
entitled
"Settling" as the final segment in
the Women Studies Colloquium,
which served as a prelude for the
Women In The Arts Conference
this weekend.
Eng lishProfesspr
Linda
Tatelbaum introduced Ranzoni,
saying that her poetry forcefull y
asserts the authority of a Maine
voice, one that is not "from away,"
Native Maine poets, more so than
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was $26.88/case

Golden Cider

Assorted, repacked

wine coolers

included two special debut perfor- Waterville community and utterly
mances. In one poem inspired by unattended by the student body.
Sept. 11th, Ranzoni lamented that Perhaps the timing - 4:30 on a
perhaps "it is too late" for great rainy afternoon - resulted in the
change. In another lengthy work low attendance, but hopefull y
dedicated to Colby itself , entitled Saturday's Conference on Women
"To Colby, Trembling," she remi- And The Arts will receive the kind
nisced about "returning to the of participation such an ambitious
hill" and asked the school and forum deserves.
For more information on Fat
community a question of identity.
"Am I Your Sister?" evoked her Ranzoni, visit her author page at
internal struggles as a native liv- members.aol.com / pranzoni / inde
ing in an environment with fewer x.hrml, and for information on the
Arts Conference visit the link on
and fewer natives.
Unfortunately, the colloquium the Colby homepage.
was poorly attended by the
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they are disappearing here as elsewhere."
As to why she chose to read in
this forum, Ms. Ranzoni said,
"When I saw the call for proposals
for the Women In The Arts conference I sent for materials. I have
never participated in a Women's
Studies event thoug h, realizing
that without representatives from
my 'outback culture,' any gathering Of Maine women would be
incomp lete. I sought it out for my
people. And my work, to place my
voice beside the many others."
Her reading last Thursday
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Ranzoni explained that "Making
Water, an old way of saying "peeing" is the title of one of the sections in my
new book,
"Settling."...I chose it to introduce
my reading in order to speak in
the language of my people."
Though she struggled to convince editors and publishers to
allow the seemingly unrefined
phrase, Ranzoni replied, "to my
grandmother it was the most lad ylike terminology I might ever
hope to imagine. It stands for all
the old ways, and old ways of saying, I am working to record as
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Men's soccer finishes season 5-8-1 ;
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By MIKE SHEA

hail, but no scoring. Play was very
even throughout the game as
demonstrated by the 0-0 final. The
The Mules men's soccer closed Mules and Bobcats both had what
their season out on Saturday with a seemed to be golden opportunities
double overtime tie with the Bates to score throughout regulation,- but;
Bobcats. The hard fought game was neither team was able to capitalize.;
a positive not to end on after the The game went through four periods
team lost to Bowdoin the week of exciting play in front of an impresbefore. The team's final record for sive homecoming weekend crowd,
the season was 5 wins, 8 losses, and but still ended in a scoreless tie.
The tie marked the end of a long
the lone tie versus Bates.
All scoring , came in me first half and painful season for the 'White
of the Bowdoin game. Both teams Mules. Coach Mark Serdjeman
came/out defensive minded for the described it as "a year in which
early minutes of the half. However, injuries definitely affected us." At
the pace was soon increased and the halfway point of the season,
play through the midfield became going into a double-header weekend
heated. In the thirty-second minute a with Trinity and Williams, the
Bowdoin forward^'fecovered a team's record was 4-3. The injuries
deflected=ball alone in front of the thejeam suffered that weekend were
goal and buried it to take the early crippling for the rest of the season.
The team will say goodbye to six
—-—
_
lead.
Brian Mitchell '03 collected a seniors, including its- three, captains
loose ball following a free kick and Dave Friedman '02, David Mannuig
equalized the game with five min- '02 and Sean Skully '02. Other gradutes left in the first half. However, uates will include Sean Burnell '02,
Bowdoin would quickly return with Jon Ryder '02, and Carl Tugberk '02.
After lowering its total number of
a third, and game-winning goal with
less than two minutes to go in the goals allowed, the .team will return
half. The second half would provide all four defensive backs and goalie
opportunities for both teams, but the Andy Danzinger '03 next season.
score stayed at 2-1 and Bowdoin Colby hopes to improve its offensive
would later go on that week to beat firepower to _ compliment the
strength in the backfield, and looks
Bates and win the CBB.
'
Saturday's final game versus forward to a successful 2002 fall.
David Manning '02 dribbles through the midfield looking to find a teammate streakirlg ahead.
Bates brought sunshine, rain, and
¦
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FIELD HOCKEY: comes up
short in CBB championsh ip
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Continued from page 10

tion trying lo tie the game, however half to make the score 2-1.
The second half saw the Lady
Bowdoin would score late in the
game to put it out ,of reach. The Mules frantically trying to. tie . the
final would be 3-1but the Mules left game and extend their season.
knowing they gave a great effort However, Amherst controlled much
and just could not come up with the of the play in the second half, as the
scoring Opportunities they needed Lady Mules goalie Carrie Torrisi '02
kept the team in
to triumph.
', This loss ended
the game by
23
the regular season THE LADY MULES
making
saves, many^bT
for the
Lady COULD NOT HAVE
Mules.
Their
them spectacurecord stood at 8-6 BEEN DISAPPOINTED
lar. The Lady
and they earned WITH THEIR SEASON
Mules could not
the fifth seed and a
find the net and
first round match FIRST-YEAR COACH
the game would
up
against
end 2-1, ending
Amherst in the BRENDA BECKWITH
Colby's season.
NESCAC champi- DID AN EXCELLENT
The - Lady
onship
tournaMules could not
ment. Colby had JOB TRANSFORMING
be disappointed
upset Amherst in THE XEAMS'S STYLE
with their sea^
the opening game
son. First year
of the season when OF PLAY.
Coach Brenda
they played a nearBeckwith did an
ly perfect game to
excellent
job
tjome away with a 1-0 win.
transforming the team's style of
; The second game would be just play and using whole roster. Colby
as good as the first. Amherst would received strong play and leadership
open the scoring five minutes into from its seniors, especially Bruce,
the game to take an early lead. Ten Brisson, and Ingraham. The underminutes later Ingraham would tie classmen also contributed as severthe game at one on a penalty stroke. al got a chance to play and proved
The goal was assisted by Brook they belong on the field. The Colby
frisson '02 and Meredith Millen women's' field hockey had a solid
'03. Amherst came back strong and season and should be congratulated
was able to score again before the for their effort and strong play
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C CLUB: Austin roasted

-DEVASTATOR
OF THE TOEK
Danny Noyes '02

continued from page 10

Gilbertson '91. Wescott again used
stories of Gilbertson's dedication
and heart to express the great athlete
that he was.
• Wilson again read the citation of
special recognition and presented
the award, but Gilbertson was also
not able to attend as he was in
-Alaska training for the next winter
Olympics. He also sent a note congratulating Coach Austin and the
other Olympians and expressing
thanks for the honor arid his regret
that he could not attend.
,_ .Wilson then invited current crew
coach Stewart Stokes to the stage to
introduce Hilary Gehman '93.
Stokes gave an'account of Gehman's
kareer at Colby and her many
accomplishments in the years since
sh(e has leift. Gehman competed at
the last Olympics and is currently in
training for the next Olympics in
Athens.
Gehman was in attendance and
did not have a speech prepared but
thanked the Club for honoring her
and gave stories of her career that
miade the crowd chuckle, including
soinedifferent accents to tell her stones.. '
For the final award of the night,
Wilson invited former head football
coach and athletic director Dick
McGee and recent graduate Drew
jlohnson '01 to the stage to introduce
Tom Austin. McGee and Johnson
both :reflected stories of Austin's
large appetite.
"McGee said he didn't have
enough time to,talk- about Austin,
McGee said, "he is a great coach and
rjtdre importantly a great family
man." Johnson added that through-

out his four-year career Austin had a
certain consistency, whether the
team was 0-8 or 7-1, Austin always
had an upbeat attitude and was
focused on the next week's opponent.
Wilson then came back to the
stage to read the citation and present
Austin with the award . Wilson
explained that "the person who
receives this award must have service, devotion, and expertise, and
Coach Austin embodies all of these."
Wilson went on to state some of
the accomplishments from last season and coach Austin's career.
Finally, Wilson invited Austin to the
stage to accept the man of the year
award.
Austin received a standing ovation and was clearly touched by the
several of his former and current
players being in attendance. Austin
first expressed how flattered and
overwhelmed he was about, the
large group that came together to
honor them. Then in Coach Austin
style he wished Gehman good luck
by telling her to "kick some ass."
Austin then described his tendencies to "eat a horse and chase the
rider," to answer the stories told by
his friends. In conclusion, Austin
thanked his wife Fay, his fellow
coaches, and most importantly the
men and women who had played
for him.
Austin's speech was short but he
received another standing ovation
and that concluded the night as
Wilson thanked the audience for
attending and wished the Mules
good luck against Bates.

Colby woodsmen
beat sawdust out
of Canadian teams
On Friday, Oct. 12 three vans full
of nineteen Colby students,, chainjaws and razor sharp axes headed
north, towards Fredericron, New
Brunswick. Their mission: chop and
saw wood. Fast. If possible, faster
than the Canadian woodsman
teams.
The Colby team spent the night
on the gym floor at the University of
JJew Brunswick and woke up before
dawn to head to the makeshift field,
a huge dirt parking lot in the middle
of campus. There they began to compete in the mirty-sixth annual UNB
Woodsman Competition. Colby
brought two men's teams, one
women's team and one women's
fupporting alternate.
; As the sun rose over Canada axes
and saws started chopping and cutting wood, and throughout the day
the Colby teams made a strong lumberjack showing.
The men's A-team, captained by
Zac Hansen '02, finished sixth out of
fifteen men's ' team, making an
firhazing showing against the powerhouse Canadian teams and beating long-time woodsman rival Unity
College, whose A-team finished
% ,
tenth.
The men's A-team had their
strongest showing in the singles
events. Bill Simpson '02 finished a
very closiS'second in the pole climb.
•Jn the chainsaw disc < stack event,
which is when a woodsman sees
how many cookies they can cut with
a chainsaw off a vertically-mounted
log without knocking any of the
cookies off the log, Patrick Olsen '02
took second place. Peter Tiernan '03,
Phil Tyler '02 and Nate Fletcher '03
rounded out the men's A-team,
The rtven's B-team, captained by
Carter Pace '02 and filled out by
Nick Markham '04, Jon Harger '04,
Josh Taylor '05, Adam Saltsman '04

and Doug Dua '05, finished; in fifteenth place but gained lots of experience for their relatively green
team.
The women's team chopped
wood really fast to get an impressive
second place out of nine teams, just
behind MacDonald College from
Montreal, and beating the intimidating woodswomen from Nova Scotia
Agricultural College and both
University of New Brunswick
teams.
They won first place in the team
bow saw event, which is where
every member of the team makes
one cut with a one-person saw.
Kristen Vaughn '03 and Miko Yokoi
'03 won the doubles vertical chop,
each chopping a vertically mounted
six inch by six inch p iece of wood in
half.
In the singles events Anna Carvill
'03 won the axe throw, Yokoi won
the chainsaw disc stack and interim
captain Briana Wright '02 won the
chainsaw up-down, an event where
you start with a chainsaw running
on the ground, make a cut halfway
up a p iece of wood, then pull the
chainsaw out and meet your cut
from aboye.
Beth Dushman '03 took third
p lace in pole climb and Jessalyn
Gillum '04 took third place in super
swede saw, sawing three cookies,
while alterhate Laurel Wolf rum '04
cheered them on.
After the long, successful day the
woodchoppers gathered up their
medals and, late Saturday night,
made the trek back to Mayflower
Hill where you can see them honing
their wood skills for the upcoming
meet at the University of New
Hampshire.
""
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iSJoyes did a little bit of everything in the
Mules 42-0 trouncing of Bates. He caught 9
passes for 209 yards and 2 touchdowns. Noyes
also had 2 carries for 65 yards to finish with
274 yards in total offense. He also did a excellent j ob of kicking off , pinning Bates deep in
their own end several times. Noyes leads the
NESCAC in receiving and is a candidate for
Player of the Year.
1 .
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The Colby Women's Soccer
team lost their final game against
rivals Bowdoin College Polar
Bears with a final score of 2-1 last
Saturday. In the history of Colb y
Women's soccer program Colby
has never managed to beat the
Polar Bears, however, this season
they came very close. They also
won their game against the
ftniversity of New England last
Thursday with a score of 3-2.
', "We clearly dominated the
game against the University of
Njew England," said Head Coach
Je)tt Holpten. "We controlled the
ball well, however, we weren't
j /ery focused mentally. But we

managed to take away their systems in the first half which
helped us out a lot."
Colby started out strong by
scoring two quick goals in the
first half made by forward Lauren
Gremelspacher '03. However,
UNE came back scoring a matching two' goals with ei ghteen minutes left in the second half. The
Lady Mules were determined to
come out of this game with a win,
as 18 seconds later backer
Stephanie Hicks '03 score d the
game winning goal off of a corner
kick to pull the mules to a 3-2 victory over the University of New
England.
Against Bowdoin the Lad y
Mules came out strong in the first
half as Captain Elizabeth Rice '02
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FOOTBALL: two convincing wins bring te

Continued f rom page 10

yards. Lippert had a mistake-free
first start completing 12 of 27 passes for 193 yards and two scores.
Danny Noyes '02 was his leading
receiver catching five balls for 84
yards.
Coach Tom Austin noticed a difference in his team, "we have had
some trouble in the third quarter,
but this was our best all year, we
came out with more intensity and
really put the game away."
This past weekend the Bates
Bobcats traveled to Waterville for
the opener in this year 's CBB
games-Jhe. Bobcats got a little
more than they bargained for as
behind a swarming defense and
the spectacular play of Noyes the
Mules destroyed Bates 42-0.
A crowd of 2500 peop le saw the
Mules storm out of the gates and
take the ball 80 yards on 15 p lays
to take a 7-0 lead. Murray capped
off the drive by scoring from one
yard out. The key play on the drive
was a 17-yard quarterback draw
by. Conley that put the Mules
inside the Bobcats twenty-yard
line.
From there the-defense would
onl y allow eight yard s of-total
offense in the first quarter and
behind the spectacular , running

NOYES LED THE

(AGAINST
BATES) WITH 9
CATCHES FOR 209
YARDS AND 2 CARRIES FOR 65 YARDS
MULES

AND ALSO DID AN
EXCELLENT JOB
KICKING OFF FOR
THE MULES .
and catching of Noyes the Mules
would put up two more scores. On
the next drive Noyes would catch
a 38-yard pass from Conley. The
rest of the drive would be *^he
Mules offensive line pummeling
the Bates defense and Step ka running hard up the middle. Stepka
would finish off the drive with a
two yard run, putting the Mules
up 14-0.
The Colby defense would again
force the Bobcats to punt and on
the next p lay Noyes would come
in motion and take a handoff form
Conley. Noyes then made some
nifty moves and broke free for a
58-yard run down to the Bates
three yard line. Murray would
score his second touchdown of the
half on a one yard run and make
the score 21-0 at the end of the first
quarter.
The second quarter saw the

¦ ' .
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Danny Noyes '02 stiff arms a defender as he races down the sidleine af ter one of his several catches.

scored the first goal of the game
to put the Mules ahead of the
Polar Bears. However, with one
minute left on the clock at the end
of the first half Bowdoin managed to score making it a tied
game of 1-1 at the end of the half.
"I thought we p layed reall y
well," said Captain Katie Egan
'02. "It was probabl y the besl
game we have played all season."
As the Mules came out for the
second half they were read y to
finish the game. However, with
all of their hard work and dedication they could not seem to score
any goals.
"We played well, and set out
and met our objectives," said
Head Coach Jen Holsten. "We just
couldn't seem to capitalize on our

>7<

j j ,

Mules defense again thwart any
effort b y bates to put points on the
board. Twice the Bobcats moved
on the Colby side of the field but
the Mules defense tightened up
and Bates turned the ball over on
downs. The Mules offense began
to stall a bit in the second quarter
with penalties hurting them.
Neither team was able to find the
scoreboard in the second quarter
and the score at half was still 21-0
in favor of the Mules.
The third quarter would be
reminiscent of the Hamilton game *ij
with the Mules dominating
defense, offense and special teams.
The -White Mule defense forced a
punt on Bates first possession.
From there Lippert hooked with
Noyes twice, once for 26 yards and
then on a spectacular 41-yard catch
and run for a touchdown. The
extra point put the Mules up 28-0.
The defense forced another
punt and the Mules were driving
again when Bates came up with
their only good p lay of the day as
they intercepted a pass from
Li ppert
intended
for
Ian
MacPherson '03. The Mules
defense however continued to ruin
any hopes Bates had of scoring by
shutting down both their running
and passing game.
Late in the third quarte r the
Mules got the ball back in good
field position and Conley found
Noyes again for a 31-yard gain to
the Bates eight-yard line. From
there Joe Murray needed two carries to score his third touchdown
of the game from four yards away.
The final score of the game would
come when Li ppert would find

Noyes from over the middle for a
17-yard touchdown, giving Noyes
two on the day and making the
score 42-0. The Mules defense prevented Bates from getting any further chances and the Mules would
shutout the Bobcats and triumph
42-0.
Noyes led the Mules with 9
catches for 209 yards and 2 carries '
for 65 yards and also did an excellent job kicking off for the Mules.
Murray ended the day with 20 carries for 56 yards and three touchdowns. Austin was happy with the
play of the quarterbacks saying,
"both played well and they both
compliment each other well."
Conley was 7-11 for 109 yards
while Lippert was 5-9 for 113 yards
and two touchdowns. The Mules
gained a total of 410 yards on
offense.
The defense was stifling; allowing only six yards rushing on 28
carries and only allowing 146
yards of total offense for Bates. The
defense was lead by the linebacking core of Luke Webster '03,
Michael Moran '03, Jeff Owen '03,
and James Bra dford '04. Also
defensive ends Michael Distefano
'03 and Peter Sherman '04 recorded a sack.
Austin could not be more
p leased with the defense's effort.
"We are playing exceptionall y well
on defense only allowing three
touchdowns in the last three
games; we have come together as a
unit and are playing with confidence and poise," stated Austin.
Austin also praised the p lay of
Murray, who has put together
three of his best games as a Mule,

saying "he has really stepped upij
his play, he is playing how a senior. ,
should and setting a good exanvv
.,;•;
pie."
Austin believed two things 1
were key to his team's success of.,
late. The first Austin said, "we are.,
making better use of our practices,:.:
we are more focused and there is a'.'.
greater intensity among the play*.:
ers." Austin also felt the return oft

many of his inj ured p layers has"",
added confidence to the team and J
allowed them to play with the |
swagger of last season.
•
J
This Saturday the Tufts Jumbos J
travel to Waterville with a record J
of 4-2 sitting in third place in the; |
NESCAC. Their two losses have ;
come to Amherst, and Williams, ;
two of the Mules losses.
• '
This ' game is important if the '
Mules want to finish third in the league. Tufts is a good team with a <
strong ground game. Austin
expects a great game and thinks if «
the Mules can take care of the ball «
and shut down the Tufts running *
game they have an excellent IS
chance of winning. The game is at *
"
noon on Sat. at Seaverns Field.
0
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Women's soccer ends season with loss to Bowdoin
By CHRISTINA
POTCHIN

. '- « i

scoring opportunities , and got a

little fati gued at the end of the
first half when Bowdoin scored
their first goal."

Towards the end of the second
half the Polar Bears managed to
score their second goal of the
game which was questionable
due to the offside ruling. Thus,
the game ended with Bowdoin
winning with a final score of 2-1
over the Mules,
"It was an absolutely incredible game and it's too bad that we
lost, But everyone played so well
and it was very cool to watch it
all come together overall, the senson was a little frustrating. We
had too many 1 goal and OT
games, but the people are amazing and that is what I will miss
the most," said Rice.
"Our record may not have
been the best in my four years,"
snid Captain Abb y Kussell '02.

i»

*

"But it wns b y far the greatest JJ
team that I have every played on J
•
here at Colby."
*
this
season
was
the
"I thought
*
competitive
season
within
most
the four years that I have p layed.^
here," said Egan. "We had a very^,
strong team this year and I feej^J
that our record did not reflect our^
abilities."
"';
"The NESCAC is the most,;;
competitive league for Divisiott'j
III," said Coach Holsten. "We had 0 ;
three one goal losses, and if any J
of those had gone our way we |
would have been in the tourna- J
ment, In the future we are going -';
to have to be inj ury free and have*;
a little bit of luck on our side to**
make the tournament."
"**•'

Football moves to .500on the season

Colby devastates Hamilton, rival Bates

By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

Whatever happened at half time
of the Hamilton game the Colby
White Mules football team will
only know, but in the six quarters
since then, the team has outscored
two opponents: 70-0 and have
tome aWay with two impressive
victories. Two Saturdays ago the
Mules dominated on the ground
and in the second half to dispatch
of Hamilton 34-7 and last weekend
the defense led an overall solid
performance in a 42-0 trouncing of
CBB rival Bates. The two wins put
the team's record at 3-3.
The
Mules
traveled
to
Hamilton, New York two weeks
aszo to take on Hamilton
Continentals.
The
Mules ,
would get on the
board first, as
quarterback BL.
Lippert '04, getting the first
start
of
his
career,
found
Chris Duncombe
'04 for the five
yard score with
minutes,
four
remaining in the
fi rst Quarter. The
extra point was blocked and the
score was 6-0.
Hamilton would get their
answer about six minutes into the
second quarter. After intercepting
a pass from Pat Conley '03 on the
very next play running back Chris
Weeden scampered 42 yards for a
score. The extra point gave the

Continentals a 7-6 lead.
The rest of the half saw each
team unable to move the ball
against each other 's defense. The
score would remain the half and
the Continentals were surprised
leaders.
The second half would belong
to the Mules.
Behind the running
of
Joe
Murray '02 and a
strong
all
around . defensive . effort the
Mules dominated the second
half. The first
score carrie when
Lippert noticed a
breakdown
in
the
Hamilton
coverage and hit
Lee Carlson '03 on a 57-yard
touchdown strike. The Keith
Jonassen '02 extra point gave the
Mules a 13-7 lead.
That would be as close as the
game would get after that point.
On the next drive Aaron Stepka '05
finished off a .53-yard drive with a
five-yard touchdown run. The

Brian Wezowicz '02 opens a hole f o r running back Aaron Stepka '05 as he tries to get in the end zone.
extra point put the Mules up 20.-7.
Late in the third quarter with
Hamilton preparing to punt deep
in their own end Matt Albertelli '05
came free and blocked the punt.

Jason Gratham '02 would pounce
on the ball in the end zone and
after the extra poin t the Mules led
27-7.
Stepka would finish the scoring

for the Mules four minutes into the
fourth period by diving in from
one yard out.
The Mules were led on offense
by the hard running of Murray
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.who carried 16 times and gained
92 yards. Stepka also had a solid
game rushing. 16. times for 4§

See FOOTBALL continued on page 9

C Club honors Field hockey ends season on down note
Austin and
Olympians
By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR
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Coach Tom Austin discusses the ga m ep lan with quarte rback Pat
Conley '03, at Saturday 's game.

By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS fil.MTOR

On Friday ni ght, the Colby C
Club held its traditional dinner on
Homecoming Weekend to honor its
Person of the Year and former Colby
athletes. The C Club is an organization comprised of alumni, parents
and friends who support Colby athletics. The 2001 C Club dinner honored former and current Colb y
Ol ympians, Sebsibe Mamo '70, Marc
Gilbertson '91, and Hilary Gehman
'93. Tlfe' clitb also presented the C
Club Person of the Year Award to
head football coach Tom Austin.
Friday 's dinner marked jhe
largest gathering of the C Club in its
98 year history. Several of the current Colby athletes along with aluni ni athletes and former award winners were in attendance.
Master of ceremonies and C Club
President Alex Wilson welcomed
everyone and afte r dinner bought
Jim Wcscott, head coach of men's
1
cross country and track and field, to
the stage to introduce two of Colby 's
former athletes and
former

Olympians. First Wescott introduced Sebsibe Mamo 70, a two time
Olympian in 1964 and 1968.
Mamo was the greatest runner to
step foot on the Colby campus.
Wescott spoke of his many accomplishments and his • dedication to
running. In addition , Wescott
described the effect Mamo has on
every Colby runner, as he makes
each runner view the documentary
"Mamo of Colby," to see the type of
dedication nnd heart that Mamo ran
with and every athlete should have,
Wilson then read the citation of
special recognition and presented
the award . Unfortunatel y Mnmo
was unable to attend the dinner ns
he works in New York and the
tragedies of Sept. 11 prevented him
from leaving. However, he'did send
a note say ing he appreciated being
honored and regretted not being
able to attend.
Next Wescott was called to the
stage to introduce Nordic skier Mnrc

The Colby women's field hockey
team began their season on a tear at
5-0 but could not finish the way
they started. Two weeks ago, the
Lady Mules split in their CBB contests with Bates and Bowdoin. Then
in the first round of the NESCAC
tournament, Amherst got revenge
for an early season defeat by besting the Lad y Mules 2-1, ending
their season.
On Oct.17, the Lad y Mules took
on the Bates College Bobcats at
Crafts Field. Bates was somewhat
underhanded as the seniors on the
team were kicked off as a result of
their breaking team rules. However
that did not deter the Lad y Bobcats
from putting out maximum effort
against their bi ggest rivals.
The first half was p layed almost
totally even. The score was 1-1 at
half but almost every statistic was
similar and p lay was even between
the teams. Both Colb y and Bates
hnd opportunities to score and both
goalies came up with some excellent saves. The battle continued
between each team in the midfield
to gain control of the ball. The goal
for the Lad y Mules came from
Marcia Ingraham '02, unassisted,
midway th rough the first half. The
teams continued to fig ht and Bates
evened the score be fore the half ,
The second half was much of tho
same . Each team foug ht \\f\yd for the
ball in the midfiel d and each team
got chances to score. However for
thirty minutes neither team could
finnli/.e and go ahead.
In the last five minutes Colb y
gained advantage of the ball in the
midfield and advance the ball to
forward Bccca Bruce '02 on a fast
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Sara h Browne '02 and a Bates p layer wait anxiousl y f o r the ball to come down in Colb y 's victory. ;, ¦;*
break. Bruce carried the ball inside
the Bates circle nnd found Wendy
Bonner '05 who then deposited the
ball in the back of the Bates net to
put the Mules on top.
Less than a minute later the Lad y
Mules got nn insurance goal when
Sarah Browne '02 found Bonner and
she found the back of the net again
to end the scoring and make the
final 3-1. Bates gave a solid effort
but the Mules ' depth left them
fresher at the end of the game and
allowed the Mule.s to dominate play

in the last five minutes.
Last Saturday, the Lad y Mules
could not take the CBB title as they
fell to Bowdoin 3-1. The score was
not indicative of how close the
game was. The first half was very
evenl y p layed with each team fi ghting for contro l of the ball in the midfield and getting opportunities to
score but not capitalizing. The score
was even at 0-0 at half .
• The second half was similar to
the fi rst half but each team was able
to pick up the scoring. Bowdoin

Woodsmen 's team destroys
Canadian opposition.

Men':,Soccer finishes
season on high note.

see page 9

see page 8

See C CLUB continued on
page 9
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would find .the net twice in the set*,
ond half to open the scoring but;
Colby would come back a few min^'
utes later as Michaelyn BortolottJ
'05 took a pass from Ingraham and
put it by the Polar Bears goalie m
bring the Lad y Mules within one
'.;
goal.
Colby would continue to pres 7;
sure with a great deal of despera :
;

See FIELD HOCKEY con- 1
tinued on page ??
~
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Reciever Danny Noyes I
is Echo Devastator. I

see page 9
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